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ABSTRACT thermocouple readings. Models were prepared from this
limited data set of the predicted temperature distribution
to compare to the model prepared with the entire data set.

Computer based three-dimensional modeling is a
powerful tool used for visualizing and interpreting
environmental data collected at the Savannah River Site I. INTRODUCTION

(SRS). Three-dimensional modeling was used to image

and interpret subsurface spatial data, primarily, changes IDS is a Department of Energy-sponsored proving
in the movement, the accumulation, and the depletion of ground for developing environmental remediation
contaminants at the Integrated Demonstration Site (IDS), technologies for clean-up of volatile organic compounds
a proving grounds for experimental environmental below the ground surface at SRS. The compounds
remediation technologies. Three-dimensional models are targeted at the IDS are trichloroethylene (TCE) and
also educational tools, relaying complex environmental tetrachloroethylene (PCE), which are concentrated in the
data to interested non-technical individuals who may be clay regions in the unsaturated zone. The IDS hosted an
unfamiliar with the concepts and terminology involved in assortment of in-situ remedial technology demonstrations
environmental studies. The public can draw their own including, in-situ air sparging using horizontal wells,
conclusions of the success of the experiments after enhanced microbial degradation of TCE and PCE using
viewing the three-dimensional images set up in a indigenous microbes, and enhanced removal using two
chronological order. The three-dimensional grids heating technologies, RFand six-phase ohmic.
generated during these studies can also be used to create
images for visualization and animated sequences that
model contamination movement. Animation puts the For this study, three-dimensional imaging was used
images of contamination distribution in motion and to interpret the results from the RF heating
results in a new perspective on the effects of the remedial demonstration. The RF heating demonstration focused onremoving contamination from a clay layer in the
demonstration, unsaturated zone at an elevation of 325 feet. The data

collected from this demonstration included calculated
Creating a three-dimensional model is complex results of the temperature distribution using a predictive

because the resulting visual image is highly dependent on thermal model, values of subsurface temperature
distribution and density of data values in the data set. The distribution measured during the test, and the distribution
regularly spaced grids calculated during visualization of TCE and PCE before and after the test.
process are influenced significantly by the density of the
data points and local gradients in the property values. We
studied the effects of datadensity on a datasetconsisting To demonstrate the RF heating at the IDS, ahorizontal well was installed at an elevation of 321 feet
of 31 thermocouple readings collected during the radio
frequency (RF) heating experiment at the IDS. We using a directional drilling technique developed by
prepared a model of the temperature distribution at peak Charles Machine Works (Ditch Witch®). A fiberglass,
heating conditions from 31 thermocouple measurements epoxy line pipe casing, approximately 600 feet long with
made during the test. In addition, we prepared a model 300 feet of slotted fiberglass well screen, was installed. A
using the results of thermal modeling done prior to the dipole applicator that emits RF radiation was placed in
test. The data set from the predictive model for the same the horizontal well. The dielectric properties of the
volume consisted of 872 values. To assess the effects of contaminated clay zones preferentially capture the RF
data density, we extracted discrete temperature values energy, focusing the applied power precisely in the zones
from the grid of predictive models at the locations of that need to be heated. The RF heating project used a
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dipole applicator developed and patented by KAI I I. DESIGNING A THREE-
Technical, Inc. The single applicator is approximately DIMENSIONAL DATA
17 feet in length and operates at 13.56 MHz with a REPRESENTATIVE
maximumpower output of 25 kW. During the heating,
the same horizontalwell was used for vacuumextraction.

Dynamic Graphics, Inc. (DGI) of Alameda, CA,
developedthe three-dimensionalmodeling software used

During the demonstration, the temperature was for this work. The EarthVision software reads variably
monitored by 30 thermocouple temperature sensors at spaced data points made up of x-, y-, and z- coordinates
_ifferent elevations in ten wells. Each well had discrete and a property value. After questioning the user for
temperature sensors to record the temperature at parametersto be used in the calculations, it cons,ructs a
elevations of approximately 311 feet, 321 feet, and regularly spaced cubic lattice where the adjoining
331 feet. Locations of temperaturemonitoring wells in vertices, or grid nodes, are given a calculated property
referenceto the horizontal well areshown in Figure 1. value. The final step of the visualization process is to fit

a solid color layer, or isosurfacerepresentingan interval
of data units being modeled, between the grid nodes so
that each propertyvalue is honored. The model is now
visible and modifiable. For example, it can be easily
manipulated by selecting particular isosurfaces to be

Horizontal shown, what vertical exaggeration is to be used, or in
Well what position the model will be displayed. The programM_v-: can also be used to calculate the volume of material

betweenspecified propertyintervals.

O
,_-z2 Many factors must be considered while preparinga

model to accuratelyportraydata.One must considerthe
O location density of data points, the amount of volume

M.v-_l O whereextrapolatedpropertyvaluesarenotconstrainedby
data,andthepresenceof gradientsin thedata.A sparse

RF • density of data points may be compensated by altering
MHv-2O gridspacingorexperimentingwith the z-influencefactor,

a factorthat allows a relative weighting to be assigned to
O the horizontal and vertical during the creation of the

M_.-2_ three-dimensional grid. Polygonal three-dimensional
surfaces are used to restrict models to prevent large

Polygonal extrapolationerrorsin areaswherenodatacontrolpoints
Clipping arepresent.Datapointscharacterizedbysteepgradients

Boundary over a small amountof area werefoundto be more
O accuratelyextrapolatedusing the log of the data and then

M_-2r adjusting to the antilog upon completion of calculations
• t s (Eddy andLooney, 1993).

ANIH 5 MHV-2B 10 feet

III. RADIO FREQUENCY HEATING
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
THREE-DIMENSIONAL IMAGES

Three models were created in this experiment
(Figure 2). The first "predictive" model was prepared

Figure 1. Locationsof TemperatureMonitoring from a data set created from the results of thermal
Wells modeling prior to the demonstration performed by KAI
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Technical, Inc. The original data consisted of a two- Because of the log/antilog transition, significantly
dimensional temperature distribution centered on the RF- larger shifts were observed in the smaller data set
antenna. The three-dimensional data set was created by extracted from the thermal model. Gridding the
taking a two-dimensional plane of 218 expected temperature values resulted in an ellipsoidal distribution
temperatures and rotating it about the y-axis at 45 °, 90°, over the entire range of temperature. This was also the
and 135 °, resulting in 872 data points in case for gridding the log of this data set. However, these
x-, y-_ and z-coordinates. The second "distribution effect" related representations differed both visibly and
model was constructed from data points extracted from volumetrically. Visually, the raw data model differed by
the predictive model at the 31 locations monitored during displaying a l_rger volume of soil in the higher
the demonstration. Visualization models were prepared temperature range (100°C to 200°C) and a smaller
from this data to see what effect the data distribution volume of sediment in the low temperature range (25°C
would have on the predictive model. Third, we prepared to 35°C) (Figure 2). The volumetric calculations were
an "actual" model of the field data (collected during the consistent with the visual interpretation.
demonstration) that consists of 31 monitoring points

representing the 30 thermocouple readings measured on A similar effect was observed in comparing the
April 27, 1993 and the temperature at the center of the visual representations for the field temperatures measured
RF-antenna. on April 27, 1993. The general shape of the temperature

distribution and the relative shift in the temperature
All of the models were prepared using the same regions were consistent with those obtained with the

model volume, bounding surfaces, and grid spacing, reduced thermal model data set.
Using the minimum tension gridding algorithm, the DGI
software extrapolates the data points within the confines V. CONCLUSION
set by the user to develop the three-dimensional grid. For
the RF heating images, extrapolation was restricted to
the area located 12 feet above and below the horizontal Thermal modeling predicted that the lower

well. The extrapolation was restricted on the sides of the temperature regime was expected to be in a spherical
grid by a clipping polygon that encompasses the cluster distribution centered around the antenna. The relatively
of temperature monitoring wells. Borders of the polygon large number of data points calculated during modeling

•were no farther than 5 feet from the exterior wells. A minimized extrapolation errors using both the gridding of

grid spacing of 2' x 3' x 2' and a z-influence factor of 0.1 the raw data and the log of the data. When the data set
was used. In addition to constructing three-dimensional from the predicted models was reduced to the 31 data
grids using the data of temperatures in degrees centigrade, points corresponding to the locations of the weekly data
separate grids were calculated using the natural log of the set, the temperature distribution followed an ellipsoidal
temperatures and then adjusted to the antilog, upon trend similar to the trend seen in the model of the
completion, to account for steep gradient changes in the measured temperatures. This suggests that ellipsoidal
data. distribution of the measured temperatures may reflect the

location of the data points and may not represent a

I V. RESULTS fundamental property of temperature distribution.

The grid prepared for the log of the 31 data points
Gridding the data set, which consisted of 872 and then transformed differed slightly when compared to

expected values from thermal modeling, resulted in an the untransformed model. However, both were consistent
apparent spherical temperature distribution around the in representing volume changes between time intervals.
center of the antenna. The higher temperature regions Therefore, it may be reasonable to use the model of the
(>I00°C) directly influenced by the electrical field log of the data or the model of the raw data to model the
generated by the RF-antenna are elliptical in shape, thermal distribution depending on the nature of the
Gridding the natural log of the 872 temperatures resulted thermal gradient. The results demonstrate that to make
in a similar model, however, the volume calculations reasonable comparisons, the modeling approach must be
from the antilog transform of the grid showed consistent throughout the period of interpreting and
transformation resulted in a slight shift in the representing data of the project. In addition, the location
temperature distribution. The Iog/antilog model had less and density of the data strongly controls the appearance of
volume at higher temperatures and more at lower the final model and interpretations from the modeling and
temperatures when compared to its untransformed volumetric results must be made with caution.
counterpart. The shift was minimized because of the
relatively dense spacing of the data set.



Figure 2. Radio Frequency Heating Three-Dimensional Images
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